Google Your Future

600 Googlers Marched in the San Francisco Pride Parade

140,000 Miles by Google Driverless Cars

100 Million Stars

200 Million Galaxies Are Visible on Google Sky

GBikes as Local Office Transportation

550,000 Android activations per day

1 Hour After the Earthquake Tsunami

Googlers Launched Person Finder

Awesome Starts Here

Let's work together.

Chances are you have a good idea of where you want to go in life. At Google, we've designed a culture that helps you get there. From our flexible, project-based approach to corporate structure to our innovative perks and benefits, we do everything we can to make sure our employees not only have great jobs, but great lives. Into being challenged? Into having fun? Want to change the world? If the answer is yes, then you've come to the right place.

www.google.com/EngineeringEMEA